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METdance contact: Michelle Smith, michelle@metdance.org 
METdance is a multi-functional dance organization that excels at entertaining and captivating 
audiences, instilling a passion and excitement for dance in its students, training the talented 
youth of Houston, and inspiring children through the art of dance. For the past 23 years, 
METdance has been dedicated to enriching communities of Houston while developing a 
nationally recognized dance company and has become a leader in diversity and vitality of arts 
presentation and instruction.

Houston Ballet contact: Jennifer Sommers, jsommers@houstonballet.org 
Established in 1955, the Houston Ballet is the fourth largest ballet company in the United States, 
dedicated to inspiring a lasting love and appreciation for dance through artistic excellence, 
exhilarating performances, innovative choreography and superb educational programs. 
Alongside its longstanding Academy, the Ballet’s Education and Community Engagement 
department is committed to providing high quality, community-sponsored educational 
programming to the diverse populations of Houston and its surrounding areas.

AFA contact: Amanda Heathco, amanda@afatexas.org 
Founded in 1993, AFA makes musical development and accomplishment a vehicle for academic learning, personal 
growth and community involvement- impacting many areas of the students’ lives. Each season, AFA serves over 
3,000 young musicians, offers over 40,000 hours of classroom instruction and presents nearly 50 free 
performances throughout the greater Houston metro area. AFA presents a broad range of classroom-based 
residencies, clinics and master classes in area schools that enhance school curricula and impact potential 
underserved communities through innovative, customized programming.

Aperio, Music of the Americas contact: Michael Zuraw, aperioamericas@gmail.com 
Aperio is a Houston-based ensemble dedicated to presenting unique chamber music in performances that 
showcase contemporary composers from the Americas. Through an interactive performance format, the 
ensemble's programming examines the art music of South and North America, focusing particularly on the cultural 
contributions drawn from many indigenous and foreign cultures. Aperio advocates for the creation and promotion of 
new works by both emerging and established composers, often exploring the relationship between selected 
repertoire and other art forms.

Ars Lyrica contact: Kinga Skretkowicz-Ferguson, kferguson@arslyricahouston.org 
Ars Lyrica Houston (ALH) specializes in music from the Baroque era, the “golden age” of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, as performed on period instruments with careful attention to historical style and context. Founded in Houston in 
1998 by harpsichordist and conductor Matthew Dirst, this Grammy-nominated ensemble provides audiences with world-class 
performances of a wide range of dramatic, sacred, and chamber works. In addition to its concert and recording activities, Ars 
Lyrica offers a variety of outreach programs, which enrich the concert experience and build new audiences for classical music. 
These include educational programs that reach over 6000 primary and secondary school students annually, performances at 
nontraditional venues, lectures, university collaborations, and hands-on training in period instruments and performance.

Da Camera of Houston contact: Brandon Bell, bbell@dacamera.com 
Da Camera chamber music and jazz offers a broad range of repertoire and musical styles in innovative concerts of 
outstanding musical excellence. Da Camera, founded in 1987, was created with the intention to produce a series of 
thematically programmed chamber music and jazz concerts designed to attract new listeners to the concert hall. Under the 
artistic leadership of Sarah Rothenberg since 1994, Da Camera maintains a commitment to the highest caliber of musicianship 
in the performers and ensembles brought together to perform in its Houston-based subscription series presented primarily at 
the Wortham Theater Center, the Hobby Center and The Menil Collection; and in its extensive education and outreach 
activities, recordings and touring productions.



 

Houston Chamber Choir contact: Mariam Khalili, mariam@houstonchamberchoir.org 
Winner of Chorus America's 2018 Margaret Hillis Award for Choral Excellence, the Houston Chamber Choir has 
established itself as one of the premier professional choirs in the United States, serving Houston through concerts 
and educational initiatives that enlighten, entertain, and educate people of all ages.The Choir is comprised of 26 
professional singers led by Robert Simpson, most of whom have studied at the top music schools and 
conservatories in the United States including Julliard, New England Conservatory, University of Houston, and 
University of Texas.The ensemble's vocal training and talent allows it to perform a wide range of music with equal 
skill.

Houston Children’s Chorus contact: Stephen Roddy, sroddy@houstonchildren.org 
The Houston Children’s Chorus was founded in 1989 by Stephen Roddy. The Chorus involves over 150 
children in grades 2 through 8 by annual audition.An equally important goal is the nurturing and growth of 
discipline, responsibility, teamwork, self-confidence, self-control, and character building – all qualities that help 
children succeed in life. Its goal is to teach children to achieve high artistic standards through choral singing 
and performance.  The Chorus provides the Houston community with a major children’s choral group, 
celebrating the diversity of Houston’s population.Members of the Chorus represent all ethnic and socio-
economic backgrounds.

Houston Grand Opera contact: Carleen Graham, cgraham@houstongrandopera.org 
HGOco offers educators a wealth of opportunities to enhance their knowledge of the art form, as well as to 
bring the excitement of live opera to their students. HGO’s connects creative resources with our diverse and 
vibrant community. The “co” in HGOco stands for company, community, and collaboration.  HGOco’s innovative 
and engaging programs take place throughout the Houston area—in schools, parks, community landmarks, 
alternative performance spaces, and at the Wortham Theater Center, providing a range of opportunities for 
Houstonians of all ages to seek, engage, and learn through the inspiring art of opera

Houston Symphony contact: Pam Blaine, pam.blaine@houstonsymphony.org 
Arts education is essential to stimulating creativity, imagination and innovation. From early childhood to high 
school and beyond, the Houston Symphony’s education programs are designed to provide students with 
meaningful artistic experiences that engage, inspire and nurture a life-long love of music.The Houston 
Symphony’s elementary school programming is centered around full orchestra experiences. Whether at Jones 
Hall or in the classroom, these programs are designed to inspire students to begin or further their involvement 
in music while developing the acquisition of active listening skills.

Houston Youth Symphony contact: Sarah Loudermilk, sarah@houstonyouthsymphony.com 
The mission of Houston Youth Symphony (HYS) is to recruit, educate, develop and nurture young musicians 
and provide them the opportunity to train under professional musicians and perform in professionally conducted 
concerts. In the community, the Houston Youth Symphony Melody Program provides free private lesson 
instruction for economically disadvantaged musicians in grades two through 12. The program is led by a roster 
of skilled musicians and is presented in targeted schools in Houston.The goal of the program is to create 
access to private instruction so that young musicians from economically disadvantaged situations are given 
every opportunity to develop their skills beyond the classroom.

Mercury contact: Andres Gonzalez, andres@mercuryhouston.org 
Mercury is a groundbreaking chamber ensemble that seeks to redefine the orchestra with performances that 
faithfully present the music of great composers in settings that make audience members an equal part of the 
experience—not simply a spectator.Whether in the concert hall or in the classroom, Mercury musicians engage 
and inspire people of all ages. Students in our in-school residencies show a growing love of music that parallels 
not only improvements in their playing but in their behavior, grades, self-esteem and leadership skills.  Other 
programs awaken and renew a life-long interest in music in youth and adults.



 

Musiqa contact: Brian Hodge, bhodge@musiqahouston.org 
Musiqa performed its debut concert at the Rothko Chapel on April 28, 2002, inaugurating Musiqa’s unique 
interdisciplinary approach. Musiqa’s nationally acclaimed Education Program is one of the largest of its kind in the 
nation for an ensemble our size. Every year, we reach over 6,000 school children in grades 2 through 12, from 60 
different schools across eight area school systems, in the Greater Houston area. For many of these children, their 
experience with Musiqa marks their first exposure to a professional musical performance in a concert hall setting. 
Through music, we expand and cultivate students’ interest in the arts, stimulate their creative and analytical 
thinking, and equip them with valuable knowledge and skills.

Nameless Sound contact: David Dove, david.dove@namelesssound.org 
Nameless Sound was established in 2001 to present the best of international contemporary music and to support 
the exploration of new methods in arts education. Nameless Sound presents concerts by premier artists in the 
world of creative music. In addition, Nameless Sound artists work directly with students from Houston’s public 
schools, community centers, and homeless shelters. Nameless Sound’s educational work helps to nurture a new 
generation of artists and inspire tomorrow’s creative thinkers.

Prelude Music Foundation contact: Ana Trevino-Godfrey, ana@preludechild.org 
In 2006, Ana and Jonathan started Prelude Music Classes for Children, a music school for children 0-9 years old, 
which utilizes the Music Together® program. As Prelude grew, they witnessed first-hand the power that music has 
to transform the lives and relationships of children and parents. In 2014, the Prelude Music Foundation was born 
with the mission to transform the lives of underserved children in Houston through the power of music. By bringing 
Music Together, a research based music and movement program that supports Texas Pre-K and Kindergarten 
Guidelines, to classrooms and providing professional development to the classroom teachers on how to 
implement the benefits of music in their everyday teaching, the Prelude Music Foundation will ensure that the 
power of music transforms the cognitive, social, physical, and emotional development of every child they serve.
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Alley Theatre contact: Rachel Wagner – rachelw@alleytheatre.org 
The Alley Theatre, one of America’s leading not-for-profit theaters, is a nationally recognized performing 
arts company led by Interim Artistic Director James Black and Managing Director Dean R. Gladden. The 
Alley creates a wide-ranging repertoire and innovative productions of classics, neglected modern plays, 
and premieres. Applied Theatre at the Alley envisions a world in which the arts play a central role in 
creating healthy, experiential learning environments. Our award-winning residencies and workshops 
enhance existing core curriculum. Alley Theatre’s in-school programs teach theatre, the humanities and 
STEM through arts integration. Our programs create a psychosocial learning environment that boosts 
engagement and helps students of all learning styles succeed.

The Ensemble Theatre contact: Michelle Walton, toured@ensemblehouston.com 
The Ensemble Theatre was founded in 1976 by the late George Hawkins to preserve African 
American artistic expression and enlighten, entertain and enrich a diverse community. It has 
since evolved to be the only professional theaters in the region dedicated to the production of 
works portraying the African American experience.The programs and operations of The 
Ensemble Theatre benefit a multicultural audience that is diverse in age, income, ethnicity, and 
culture.The Ensemble’s Performing Arts Education program provides educational workshops, 
artist-in-residence experiences, and live performances for students.

Express Children’s Theatre Contact: Tim Fried-Fiori, 
executivedirector@expresstheatre.com 
Founded in 1991, Express Children’s Theatre is Houston’s oldest and largest multicultural 
performing and arts education organization dedicated specifically to children and families. Kids 
are never too young to learn the basics of theatre: listening, working together, self-expression, 
problem solving and thinking ahead. Our experiential workshops and residencies are designed to 
help even the youngest kids learn important life skills through fun theatre games and songs. 
Older students learn to effectively express themselves, work well with others, lead when required, 
solve problems, set goals and follow through, take responsibility for their choices and be heard.

mailto:rachelw@alleytheatre.org
mailto:rachelw@alleytheatre.org


 

Main Street Theater Main Street Theater contact: Jonathan Gonzalez, jonathan@mainstreettheater.com Main Street Theater 
(MST) was founded in 1975 to provide stimulating opportunities for Houstonians of all ages to engage with the performing arts while 
providing meaningful and challenging professional work for Houston theater artists. Our flexible programs are highly adaptable, fitting a 
schools specific need. Using a theater-based approach, our in-school residencies advance literacy, poetry,  reading, and all core curriculum 
subjects in schools all through the greater Houston area. SteAmwork brings the theater arts into the classroom to enrich learning in 
science, math, engineering, and technology. Working closely with a core curriculum specialist, our education team fuses their skills in the 
performing arts (using voice, body, and imagination) with scientific and technological concepts and lessons. Shakespeare For All! Uses 
Shakespeare’s language to help students of all ages grow in literacy skills while finding their own authentic voice. Staging the World makes 
Social Studies come alive through theater. We are a “Performing Arts Playground”, where students creativity, collaboration, original 
contribution, and conservation of resources is central,  and our  child –centered  pedagogy

Take the Stage contact: Dan Gordon, dan@gordoneducation.org 
Take the Stage is an interactive media platform that teaches academics through the arts.Take the Stage 
Educational Media is an online resource that provides educational videos, worksheets and lesson plans for 
teachers to integrate the arts into the curriculum with the purpose to increase student comprehension and 
engagement.Take the Stage Educational Media is easy-to-use and customizable for the teacher, and most of all, 
it’s fun for the students. Instructional videos are filmed in both English and Spanish to accommodate the 
substantial Spanish-speaking population in the United States.

Theatre Under the Stars contact: Sara Brunow,sara@tuts.com 
Founded by Frank M. Young in 1968, Theatre Under The Stars is a Houston based non-profit institution dedicated 
to enriching life through the experience of quality musical theatre as well as positively impacting lives beyond the 
stage through innovative education and community outreach initiatives. To deepen our community outreach and 
engage in an even wider array of arts education programming, TUTS merged with The River Performing and 
Visual Arts Center in 2010, which allows children with disabilities, disadvantages or chronic illness to delight in the 
joys of singing, dancing and acting. In short, if you can’t make it to the theatre, TUTS will bring the theatre to you.

VISUAL ARTS
Art League Houston contact: Eepi Chaad, eepi@artleaguehouston.org 
Founded in 1948, the mission of Art League Houston is to connect the community through diverse, dynamic, and 
creative experiences that bring people together to see, make, and talk about contemporary visual art. Art League 
Houston's artist residency program, ArtBound!, is a curriculum-based, in-school integrative arts program at 
H.I.S.D. Title-1 elementary schools with little or no visual arts instruction. Classroom teachers participate in the 
planning process to ensure that the residencies support and enhance their classroom curriculum. 

City ArtWorks contact: Margaret Bott, ExDir@cityartworks.org 
City ArtWorks brings curriculum-based art education classes to children across the Greater Houston area, 
improving creativity, critical thinking, communication, and academic performance. City ArtWorks embraces the 
opportunity for collaboration with other organizations in Houston. We remain open to designing creative 
partnerships that further our mission and help to bring the arts to a broader audience within the community. Our 
theme this semester is Friends Making Art with Friends.  We offer both in-school and after school programs 
including mixed media, sculpture, clay, jewelry making and origami.

Contemporary Arts Museum Houston contact: Felice Cleveland, fcleveland@camh.org 
The Contemporary Arts Museum Houston presents extraordinary, thought-provoking arts programming and 
exhibitions to educate and inspire audiences nationally and internationally.We work to open the doors wider and 
create a safe place to talk, not only about contemporary art, but everything going on in our world. The Education 
Department works diligently to create programming that appeals to new audiences. We do this through creating 
innovative public programs and collaborating with dynamic community partners. 



FotoFest, Inc. contact: Molly Blanchard, ltp2@fotofest.org 
FotoFest International, a platform for art and ideas, presents the first and longest-running international Biennial of 
photography and new media art in the United States. A cultural non-profit organization based in Houston, Texas, 
FotoFest organizes year-round exhibitions and a classroom-based learning program, Literacy Through 
Photography that uses photography as a tool to strengthen student writing and learning skills.As Houston's 
longest-running photography and writing education program, LTP engages students through a proven curriculum. 
The LTP learning program provides opportunities for students to create with professional working artists and 
express themselves while connecting with photographic and new media art from across the globe. 

Houston Center for Photography contact: Natalie Rodgers, natalie@hcponline.org 
The Houston Center for Photography is an organization dedicated to the art of photography. Starting in 1981 as a 
small visual artists' organization, HCP has grown to become an exemplary fine art organization.HCP is committed 
to lifelong learning through photography and seeks to educate the community about its history and process as 
well as the ways in which photography can be used as a tool for personal and community expression. HCP’s 
Access and Community Education (A.C.E.) programs build community and support the organization’s mission of 
educating and inspiring the public with the art and practice of photography.

Museum of Fine Arts, Houston 
We invite you to bring your students for a visit, free of charge! 
Exploring art through careful observation and personal—as well as communal—meaning-making supports the personal 
growth of each student and reinforces important cognitive skills that are necessary for 21st- century success. The Museum 
offers different visit topics and formats to meet the needs of your students. Select the option that best fits your students’ 
needs. contact: tours@mfah.org 

Professional Development: 
Bring the world of art to the classroom with the Museum's teacher workshops and events. Programs offer innovative methods 
to connect art at the MFAH with teaching and learning. Choose a variety of curriculum-relevant experiences including 
evenings at the Museum, day-long workshops for small groups, or larger conferences that are all designed for you to think 
about teaching practice, meet with colleagues, and share ideas for teaching with art. contact: teachers@mfah.org

Arte Público Press contact: Marina Tristan, mtristan@central.uh.edu 
Arte Público Press is the nation’s largest and most established publisher of contemporary 
and recovered literature by U.S. Hispanic authors. Its imprint for children and young adults, 
Piñata Books, is dedicated to the realistic and authentic portrayal of the themes, languages, 
characters and customs of Hispanic culture in the United States. Based at the University of 
Houston, Arte Público Press, Piñata Books and the Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary 
Heritage project provide the most widely recognized and extensive showcase for Hispanic 
literary arts, history and politics.

Writers in the Schools contact: Jack McBride, jmcbride@witshouston.org 
Writers in the Schools (WITS) works hand-in-hand with educators and professional writers to teach students the 
craft of writing. Founded in 1983, WITS nurtures the growth of the imagination by providing long term writing 
workshops during the school day, aligning with ELA, Social Studies and CTE core content. These renowned 
writing workshops are taught by professional authors and provide opportunities for students to develop critical 
thinking and analytical skills. WITS teachers also experience collaborative coaching that fuels innovative learning 
for their students. For 34 years, WITS has revolutionized the way reading and writing are taught, establishing a 
culture of writers, storytellers, and performers in K-12 schools across Houston. 

CREATIVE WRITING
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The Hobby Center for Performing Arts contact: Judi Stallings, judi@thehobbycenter.org 
The vision of the Hobby Center is grounded in the philosophy of serving the entire community and reflecting the 
contemporary spirit that is unique to Houston. The mission is to bring world-class entertainment and innovative 
works that reflect the various cultures and expansive diversity within our city to current performing art lovers, and 
perhaps most importantly, to inspire the next generation of performers and patrons.The Hobby Center is fulfilling 
its mission through dynamic community partnerships .Thus far, thousands of school children have been 
introduced to the magic of live entertainment.

Multicultural Education and Counseling through the Arts contact: Alice Valdez 
alicevaldez4@gmail.com  
MECA is a community-based non-profit organization committed to the healthy development of underserved youth 
and adults through arts and cultural programming, academic excellence, support services, and community 
building. MECA provides arts education, support services, and multicultural artistic performances and events to 
over 4,000 students and their families each year, helping to build discipline, self-esteem, and cultural pride. 
Classes are available in multiple disciplines for all age-ranges at all levels of proficiency. Students who receive 
progressive instruction in the arts frequently demonstrate more successful academic performance than their peers 
who lack such arts involvement.  The artistic process enables students to develop the social skills and emotional 

 c,

Society for the Performing Arts contact: Shannon Crider, 
scrider@spahouston.org 
Society for the Performing Arts is the largest nonprofit presenting organization of its kind 
in the entire Southwest. Each year, Society for the Performing Arts presents 
internationally acclaimed artists from the entire performing arts spectrum, traditional to 
avant-garde alike, from large orchestras and dance companies to recitalists and solo 
performers, for an entire season of events. SPA’s Education & Community Engagement 
Department creates affordable opportunities for the discovery, development, and 
celebration of creativity on and off stage by engaging all people in the Houston area 
through diverse programs and cultural partnerships from professional development for 
teachers to pre-performance activities for the whole family.

Texan French Alliance for the Arts contact: Karine Parker, 
info@texanfrenchalliance.org 
Founded in 2005, the Texan-French Alliance for the Arts (TFAA) is devoted to bridging 
cultures, communities, and art. The core values of the organization are to inspire and 
engage the community, to build appreciation, educate, heal, and enrich through 
innovative collaborations, public accessibility, expertise, excellence and quality. After 
witnessing the ability of the youth to serve a greater purpose in their communities and to 
bring innovative ideas into the world around them, Karine was inspired to further cultivate 
her vision through an educational program in which students are invited to reimagine and 
improve the public spaces of their community. In creating such a program, we would 
empower the youth and give them a sense of ownership and leadership.


